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Summarry
During th
he associated lesson,
l
studen
nts receive a brief
b
lesson inn statics, free--body diagram
ms, combustioon,
and therm
modynamics. This lesson helps
h
studentss to understannd that the eneergy required launch a rockket
comes fro
om the chemiccal energy sto
ored in the roccket fuel. Wiith their know
wledge of stoiichiometry,
students are
a asked to design their ow
wn rocket eng
gine using suggar and potasssium nitrate. The perform
mance
of each en
ngine is tested
d during a roccket launch. Finally,
F
studennts asked to ddetermine the reasons for thhe
success orr failure of their rockets.
Engineering Conne
ection
Engineerss rely on theirr knowledge of
o the sciencees to successfuully launch roockets into sppace. There arre
many facttors at play in
n designing a rocket,
r
includ
ding the shapee of the bodyy, the weight, and the type aand
amount off fuel needed to put a rocket into space. Additionallyy, the job of aan engineer is to design a syystem
based on theoretical
t
measurements, test the desig
gn, analyze thhe results of thhe test, and looop back to thhe
design staage until the system
s
functio
ons as intendeed. Students use this proceess to create ttheir own rocket
engine in this activity
Engineering Catego
ory = 2
Choose th
he category th
hat best descriibes this activ
vity’s amount/
t/depth of enggineering conttent:
1. Relatiing science an
nd/or math co
oncept(s) to en
ngineering
2. Engin
neering analyssis or partial design
d
3. Engin
neering design
n process
Keyword
ds
design, fu
uel, rocket, sto
oichiometry,
Educatio
onal Standa
ards (List 2-4
4)

ITEEA 2000,
2
grades 9-12, 16.J
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Standard 16. Students will develop an understanding of and be able to select and use energy and
power technologies.
J. In order to select, use, and understand energy and power technologies, students should learn
that energy cannot be created nor destroyed; however, it can be converted from one form to
another.
Texas: Science 2010, grades 9-10, C
Science Concepts. The student recognizes multiple forms of energy and knows the impact of
energy transfer and energy conservation in everyday life. The student is expected to demonstrate
common forms of potential energy, including gravitational, elastic, and chemical, such as a ball
on an inclined plane, springs, and batteries
Texas: Science 2010, grades 9-10, C
Scientific processes. The student uses critical thinking, scientific reasoning, and problem solving
to make informed decisions. The student is expected to in all fields of science, analyze, evaluate,
and critique scientific explanations by using empirical evidence. Logical reasoning, and
experimental and observational testing, including examining all sides of scientific evidence of
those scientific explanations, so as to encourage critical thinking buy the student.
Pre-Requisite Knowledge
 Balancing chemical equations



Stoichiometry

Learning Objectives
After this activity, students should be able to:
 Describe the engineering design process for creating any system or device
 Build a rocket engine prototype
 Determine the strengths and weaknesses of their design based on the success or failure of their rocket
launch
Materials List
Each group needs:
 Cat litter


Sugar



Potassium Nitrate (found in Spectracide Stump Remover – Lowe’s)



0.95 cm (3/8 inch) x 22.86 cm (9 inch) dowel



6.4 cm x 25.4 cm strip of kraft project paper



fuse (~12 cm long)



Two 1 cm straws



Mortar and pestle



Closed 80 mL-100 mL container

To share with the entire class:
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white glue



s
ring stand



skeweer or 0.635 cm
m (1/4 inch) dowel
d
with a spike
s
at one eend



0.3175 cm (1/8 incch) diameter drill
d bit or naiil

Introduc
ction / Motiv
vation
Rocket sccience is an in
nterdisciplinarry field, requiiring the expeertise of enginneers and scieentists who
specializee in different fields.
f
Rockeets are an engineering marvvel. The ability to move a huge piece oof
machinery
y over 100 miles against grravity is quitee the accompllishment. Theere are many things to connsider
when buillding a rockett, and becausee they are so expensive,
e
effficiency and accuracy is of the utmost
importantt.
Procedu
ure
Backgrou
und
IMAGE

Insert Im
mage 2 here, align left, wrrap text

Image 2
Image file:
carrtoon rocket.jjpg
ADA Desccription: Im
mage shows a cartoon rocket flying
in a righ
ht-diagonal direction
d
Source/R
Rights: Coad
dePoint Ltd, Shift Technology Ltd

We won’tt be too conceerned about th
he level of engineering forr the miniaturee rockets we will be buildiing in
this class. The purposee of this activ
vity is to give you a basic uunderstandingg of rocket design.
You will be
b building your rockets out of crafting
g supplies andd other househhold items. T
The fuel used for
your rock
kets will be a mixture
m
of po
otassium nitraate (found in sstump removeer and gun poowder) and
household
d sugar. The unbalanced combustion
c
reeaction equatiion for the fueel is:
→
With the Students
Spread wh
1.
hite glue evenly on one sidee of the kraft paper. Wrap it tightly arouund the 0.95 ccm
(3/8 inch) dowel, such the
t dowel is not
n glued to thhe paper, to fo
form the shapee of a cylindrrical
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2.

3.
4.

5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

11.
12.

rocket motor casing. The casing should be 6.4 cm long. Remove the dowel and let the glue
dry.
Using a mortar and pestle, finely ground some cat litter. When the paper cylinder has dried,
place one of the open ends onto the tabletop or a flat surface and pour the litter into the
cylinder. Use the dowel to pack it down. The packed litter layer should be about 0.85 cm
thick and will act as a plug. If the litter powder is fine enough, packing it down will, in a
sense, make it into a solid. If you are having trouble packing the litter, mix it with some
water so that it begins to clump, then retry packing.
Weigh out 6 grams of powder sugar and pour it into the mixing container.
Balance the combustion equation above and determine the appropriate amount of KNO3
needed for the fuel, given you are using 6 grams of sugar. Complete the attached table. DO
NOT CONTINUE ONTO THE NEXT STEP UNTIL YOU HAVE CONFIRMED YOUR
ANSWERS WITH YOUR INSTRUCTOR.
Teacher Note: The recommended amount of sugar to potassium nitrate is 1:2, but
different answers will arise when balancing the equation. For safety, I would recommend
no more than a 1:2.5 ratio.
Weigh out the appropriate amount of KNO3 determined from your calculations. Using a
CLEAN mortar and pestle, ground the crystals into a fine powder.
Add the KNO3 powder to the mixing container. Shake to create an evenly mixed powder.
Pour the fuel powder into the open end of the rocket body and compress it with the dowel
until there is about 1 cm of space left at the top of the cylinder.
Pour more cat litter into the top of the body, packing it down, until the litter layer is flush
with the end of the rocket body.
Using the drill bit or nail, slowly and carefully bore a hole down the middle of the rocket. Be
sure that your borehole does not puncture the cat litter-plug at the other end of the rocket.
Glue the two 1 cm straw bits to the side of the rocket body in a vertical direction. These will
act as a guide during the launch; they will be placed over the skewer or dowel used for the
launch. That being said, make sure that the straws are aligned when gluing.
Insert the fuse into the borehole. Bend the top of the fuse, if necessary, to make sure that it
fits snuggly.
Launch the rockets in an open and safe area. Using the ring stand and skewer or thin dowel,
set up a launch pad in such a way that the bottom of the rocket rests on the stand and the
straws along the rocket body slide over the skewer. Wearing safety glasses, light the fuse and
back away immediately.
Note: Because these rockets do not have fins, they will fly in an unpredictable pattern.

Attachments
We Have Liftoff (doc)
We Have Liftoff (pdf)
Safety Issues
 Have students wear gloves when handling the sugar and/or potassium nitrate.
 Eye protection is necessary for the individual launching the rocket.
Troubleshooting Tips
If rocket does not ignite, stay away from it for 5 minutes. Using thick gloves or tongs, pick it up carefully
with the fuse-end pointing away from you. Soak it in water until it disintegrates and discard the pieces in
an outdoor trash can.
Some rockets will have good rocket engines and fly, some will have good engines and not fly, and some
rockets will be duds. The factors contributing to the success or failure of the rockets are total weight,
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moisture content, and the homogeneity of the fuel mixture. Students will be asked to consider why or
why not their launch was successful in the post-activity assessment.
Assessment
Pre-Activity Assessment
Descriptive Title: ___?
Activity Embedded Assessment
Design Process:
1) What factors must be considered in order to have a successful launch?
2) Is it advantageous to use fine powders in the rocket fuel mixture? Why or why not?
3) What is the significance/purpose of the borehole through the rocket fuel?
Post-Activity Assessment
Project Reflection & Discussion: This can be done as a class or students can discuss these questions in
their groups.
4) Why was your rocket launch a success or failure?
5) If you could redesign your rocket, using the same procedure, what would you do differently to
improve your rocket’s flight?
6) How would changing the compactness of the powders affect how the fuel burns?
7) What could you do to make your rocket fly straight?
Activity Extensions
Have students discuss the post-activity questions as a class to improve the rocket design. Another rocket
may be built to see if flight it improved.

Students could also add extra design elements (fins, nose, nozzle, etc.) to improve the direction
and height of the flight.
Additional Multimedia Support
none
References
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We
W Hav
ve Lifto
off
Rocket sccience is an in
nterdisciplin
nary field, req
quiring the eexpertise of eengineers and
d
scientistss who speciallize in differeent fields. Ro
ockets are an
n engineeringg marvel. Th
he
ability to move a hugee piece of maachinery overr 100 miles aagainst graviity is quite th
he
accomplishment. There are many things to con
nsider when building a ro
ocket, and
because they
t
are so exxpensive, effficiency and accuracy
a
is oof the utmostt important.
Luckily, we
w won’t be too
t concerneed about the level of engin
neering for tthe
miniaturee rockets we will be build
ding in this class. The pu
urpose of thiss
activity iss to give you a basic undeerstanding off rocket desiggn.
You will be
b building your
y
rockets out of craftin
ng supplies aand other
householld items. Thee fuel used fo
or your rockeets will be a m
mixture
of potassium nitrate (found
(
in stu
ump removerr and gun pow
wder) and
householld sugar. Thee unbalanced
d combustion
n reaction eq
quation for
the fuel iss:

→
Materialls:
Each grou
up needs:
 Cat litter


Su
ugar



Potassium Nittrate (found in Spectracid
de Stump Re mover – Low
we’s)



0.95 cm (3/8 inch) x 22.86
6 cm (9 inch)) dowel



6.4 cm x 25.4 cm strip of kraft
k
project paper
p



fu
use (~12 cm long)



Two 1 cm straaws



Mortar
M
and peestle



Closed 80 mL‐100 mL con
ntainer

To share with the enttire class:
 white
w
glue


riing stand



sk
kewer or 0.635 cm (1/4 inch)
i
dowel with
w a spike at one end



0.3175 cm (1//8 inch) diam
meter drill biit or nail

Procedure:
Spread wh
1.
hite glue evenly on one siide of the kraaft paper. Wrrap it tightly around the 0
0.95
cm (3/8 in
nch) dowel, such
s
the dow
wel is not glueed to the pap
per, to form tthe shape of a

2.

3.
4.

cylindrical rocket motor casing. The casing should be 6.4 cm long. Remove the dowel
and let the glue dry.
Using a mortar and pestle, finely ground some cat litter. When the paper cylinder has
dried, place one of the open ends onto the tabletop or a flat surface and pour the litter
into the cylinder. Use the dowel to pack it down. The packed litter layer should be
about 0.85 cm thick and will act as a plug. If the litter powder is fine enough, packing it
down will, in a sense, make it into a solid. If you are having trouble packing the litter,
mix it with some water so that it begins to clump, then retry packing.
Weigh out 6 grams of powder sugar and pour it into the mixing container.
Balance the combustion equation below and determine the appropriate amount of KNO3
needed for the fuel, given you are using 6 grams of sugar. Complete the table below. DO
NOT CONTINUE ONTO THE NEXT STEP UNTIL YOU HAVE CONFIRMED YOUR ANSWERS
WITH YOUR INSTRUCTOR.

_____

_____

_____

→ _____

_____

_____

Substance

Weight (g)

Molecular Weight (g/mol)

C12H22O11

6

342.3

5.

6.
7.

KNO3

101.103

O2

32

CO2

44.01

H 2O

18

K2CO3

138.205

N2

28

KOH

56.106

______

_____
Moles

Weigh out the appropriate amount of KNO3 determined from your calculations. Using a
CLEAN mortar and pestle, ground the crystals into a fine powder.
*Is it better to have fine powder or course powder for combustion? __________________________
*Why? _____________________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________
Add the KNO3 powder to the mixing container. Shake to create an evenly mixed powder.
Pour the fuel powder into the open end of the rocket body and compress it with the
dowel until there is about 1 cm of space left at the top of the cylinder.

8.
9.

10.

11.
12.

Pour more cat litter into the top of the body, packing it down, until the litter layer is
flush with the end of the rocket body.
Using the drill bit or nail, slowly and carefully bore a hole down the middle of the rocket.
Be sure that your borehole does not puncture the cat litter‐plug at the other end of the
rocket.
Glue the two 1 cm straw bits to the side of the rocket body in a vertical direction. These
will act as a guide during the launch; they will be placed over the skewer or dowel used
for the launch. That being said, make sure that the straws are aligned when gluing.
Insert the fuse into the borehole. Bend the top of the fuse, if necessary, to make sure
that it fits snuggly.
Launch the rockets in an open and safe area. Using the ring stand and skewer or thin
dowel, set up a launch pad in such a way that the bottom of the rocket rests on the stand
and the straws along the rocket body slide over the skewer. Wearing safety glasses,
light the fuse and back away immediately.

Questions:
What factors contributed to the success or failure of your rocket launch? ______________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
If you could redesign your rocket, using the same procedure, what would you do differently to
improve your rocket’s flight? ________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
How would changing the compactness of the powders affect how the fuel burns? _____________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
What is the significance of the borehole through the rocket fuel/what does the hole do? _____________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
What could be done/added to make your rocket fly straight? ____________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

